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Hi As a resident of Garden City living directly opposite Wirraway, my feedback on
latest vision for the precinct is; * General comment - most people in area I speak to
about this project aren't NIMBYs. We recognise if done right this will be of benefit to
us, however we're also acutely aware the opposite also applies. So we're trusting it
will be done right for the community -not what suits developers -with sufficient
investment. * Relating to first comment above - If we're serious about public
transport, the CoPP is correct, the Plummer St tram must be done within 4 years, not
up to 10 years away as per current timeline. This commitment should be made, lest
this tram line go the way of the Doncaster Rail, Waverley Park Rail, Airport Rail etc
and never happen. Commit now, as otherwise we risk it never being done and yet
the area is still flooded with up to 24-storey apartment blocks with insufficient public
transport. * Integration of Garden City to Wirraway. Given there is no pedestrian
lights from Graham St to Todd Rd, how are people, especially children & elderly
meant to travel between the two areas? I didn't see anywhere in the reports
speaking about this integration & ensuring safety. Surely there needs to be
pedestrian crossings added on Williamstown Rd for safety purposes to facilitate save
travel? As instead of driving to Bay St Coles, we can walk to Wirraway Supermarket,
but how am I getting the kids across the road safely? * I read plenty of pages about
managing transport, but to the layman, still to be convinced that the redevelopment
can work with the expansion of Webb Dock. The two clash, and all the corporate
speak doesn't give me confidence. We need more details, not motherhood
statements. * Perhaps more for CoPP, but how does the family friendly nature of
Wirraway tie in with the booze hall that has been put forward as noted in The Age
last year? thanks Damien

